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Istanbul, which is one of the World Heritage Sites, has been repeatedly struck by destructive earthquakes. This paper 
examines the relation between damage distribution of historical monuments and site condition in the old city of Istanbul 
during the 1894 Marmara Sea Earthquake. The damage distribution maps of historical monuments are created based on 
the records of the day. They are compared with the soil classification and vibrational characteristics of ground obtained 
from microtremor measurement. The result shows that damage degree of historical monuments is better correlated with 
predominant period of ground or Kg-value proposed by Nakamura (1990) than the soil classification. 
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⴫ 5 ᓸേ᷹ቯὐ৻ⷩ 
⴫ 4 ࠻࡞ࠦߩᑪ▽ၮḰߦࠃࠆ࿾⾰⒳೎
ᮡḰ⽾౉ ⋧ኻኒᐲ ৻ゲ࿶❗ 䈞䉖ᢿᵄ
⹜㛎䋨N/30䋩 䋨䋦䋩 ᒝᐲ䋨kPa䋩 ㅦᐲ(m/s)
Ἣጊጤ䇮⍾ጤ䋨㘑ൻ䈭䈚䋩䇮ၸⓍጤ ʊ ʊ 䋾1000 䋾1000
㕖Ᏹ䈮ኒ䈭⍾䇮␕ 䋾50 85-100 ʊ 䋾700
⎬⾰☼࿯䊶䉲䊦䊃⾰☼࿯ 䋾32 ʊ 䋾400 䋾700
エ䉌䈎䈇Ἣጊጤ䋨䊃䉠䊐䉜䊶㓸႙ጤ䋩䇮ၸⓍጤ䋨㘑ൻ䈅䉍䋩 ʊ ʊ 500-1000 700-1000
ኒ䈭⍾䇮␕ 30-50 65-85 ʊ 400-700
⎬䈇☼࿯䊶䉲䊦䊃⾰☼࿯ 16-32 ʊ 200-400 300-700
ᄌᚑጤ䇮ၸⓍጤ䋨㘑ൻ䈱⪺䈚䈇䉅䈱䋩 ʊ ʊ ʊ
ਛኒ䈭⍾䊶␕ 10-30 35-65 ʊ 200-400
☼࿯䊶䉲䊦䊃⾰☼࿯ 8-16 ʊ 100-200 200-300
ᴒⓍጀ ʊ ʊ ʊ 䋼200
䉉䉎䈇⍾ 䋼10 䋼35 ʊ 䋼200


















Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 AF/O
࿾⋚⒳೎ (IMM2007)
ᱧผ⊛ᑪㅧ‛ో⒳೎
DL4 DL3 DL2 DL1 N/A
No. ᑪ‛ฬ ⵍኂ⒟ᐲ ථ⿧๟ᦼ 䊏䊷䉪୯ No. ᑪ‛ฬ ⵍኂ⒟ᐲ ථ⿧๟ᦼ 䊏䊷䉪୯
DL4 Hoca Piri Mosque DL3
(Minaret) (Makascilar Mosque) (Body)
Emir Buhari DL1 Sultan Bayezit DL2
Mosque (Minaret) Mosque (Body)
Husrev Pasa Turbe Emin Bey DL4
(Keserci Baba Turbe) Mosque (Minaret)
Bali Pasa DL4(Mosque) Sarac Ishak DL2
Mosque DL2(Minaret) Mosque (Mosque)
Hoca Uveyz DL3 Nisanci Pasa DL2
Mosque (Minaret) Mosque (Minaret)
Eski Ali Pasa DL4 Nisanci Pasa
Mosque (Minaret) Hamam
Hirka-i Serif DL2 Patrikhane Church
Mosque (Mosque) (Armenia)




























03 DL4 0.54 7.1
0.55 5.4










09 Sultan Selim MosqueSultan Selim Turbe 0.28 4.0
3.50.1410 Patrikhane Church DL1 0.12 1.9
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01 Fatih Mosque 02 Emir Buhari Mosque 03 Husrev Pasa Mosque 04 Bali Pasa Mosque 05 Hoca Uveyz Mosque
06 Eski Ali Pasa Mosque 07 Hirka-i Serif Mosque 08 Kovaci Dede Mosque 09 Sultan Selim Mosque 
  Sltan Selim Turbe 
10 Patrikhane Church
11 Grand Bazaar 12 Hoca Piri Mosque 13 Sultan Bayezit Mosque 14 Emin Bey Mosque 
15 Sarac Ishak Mosque 16 Nisanci Pasa Mosque 17 Nisanci Pasa Hamam 18 Patrikhane Church 
  (Armenian) 
19 Sultan Ahmet Mosque 20 Hasan Aga Mosque 21 Kucuk Ayasofya
 Hamam
22 Kucuk Ayasofya 



















Kg = Ag2/Fg                    (1) 
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